During comprehension, a listener can rapidly follow a frontally seated speaker's gaze to an object before its mention, a behavior which can shorten latencies in speeded sentence verification. However, the robustness of gaze-following, its interaction with core comprehension processes such as syntactic structuring, and the persistence of its effects are unclear. In two "visual-world" eye-tracking experiments participants watched a video of a speaker, seated at an angle, describing transitive (non-depicted) actions between two of three Second Life characters on a computer screen. Sentences were in German and had either subject NP1 -verb-object NP2 or object NP1 -verb-subject NP2 structure; the speaker either shifted gaze to the NP2 character or was obscured. Several seconds later, participants verified either the sentence referents or their role relations. When participants had seen the speaker's gaze shift, they anticipated the NP2 character before its mention and earlier than when the speaker was obscured. This effect was more pronounced for SVO than OVS sentences in both tasks. Interactions of speaker gaze and sentence structure were more pervasive in role-relations verification: participants verified the role relations faster for SVO than OVS sentences, and faster when they had seen the speaker shift gaze than when the speaker was obscured. When sentence and template role-relations matched, gazefollowing even eliminated the SVO-OVS response-time differences. Thus, gaze-following is robust even when the speaker is seated at an angle to the listener; it varies depending on the syntactic structure and thematic role relations conveyed by a sentence; and its effects can extend to delayed post-sentence comprehension processes. These results suggest that speaker gaze effects contribute pervasively to visual attention and comprehension processes and should thus be accommodated by accounts of situated language comprehension.
INTRODUCTION
Past research has provided ample evidence that information in the non-linguistic context can incrementally modulate a listener's visual attention during real-time sentence comprehension. This has been shown for aspects of the visual context such as size contrast between objects (Sedivy et al., 1999) , their shape (Dahan and Tanenhaus, 2005) , the semantic relationships between objects (Huettig and Altmann, 2004) , referential contrast (Tanenhaus et al., 1995) , depicted clipart events (Knoeferle et al., 2005) , realworld action events (Knoeferle et al., 2011) , action affordances (Chambers et al., 2004) , the spatial location of objects (Altmann, 2004) , gestures (e.g., Campana et al., 2005) , and the speaker's locus of gaze (e.g., Hanna and Brennan, 2008) .
To accommodate these effects, accounts of language comprehension (e.g., the Coordinated Interplay Account, CIA; Knoeferle and Crocker, 2007) assume that words in the utterance guide (visual) attention to relevant aspects of the visual context or their mental representation; the words are co-indexed with the attended scene information, and the latter can then influence language comprehension and visual attention. However, the existing processing accounts (see also, e.g., Altmann and Kamide, 2007, 2009) do not yet accommodate the behavior of the speaker him/herself, despite the fact that speaker-based information such as iconic gestures (Wu and Coulson, 2005) , beat gestures (Holle et al., 2012) , and a speaker's gaze can rapidly affect language comprehension.
For instance, in an eye-tracking study on effects of speaker gaze, a speaker and a listener faced each other with two arrays of shapes between them (Hanna and Brennan, 2008) . A typical trial consisted of the speaker first inspecting and then mentioning one of two blue circles (target: with five dots; competitor: with a different number of dots). Approximately 1000 ms after the listener had heard blue in blue circle and before the utterance disambiguated the target by specifying the number of dots (with five dots), the listener looked more at the target than at the competitor, suggesting that speaker gaze disambiguated a referentially ambiguous target object (Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Experiment 1) . In a related experiment, a robot that faced the participant frontally described size relations between objects in the scene; the description was either true or false, and the robot either looked toward the object it was about to mention, or it looked at an object other than the one it would mention, or it looked straight ahead and thus at none of the objects. Participants were highly likely to follow a robot speaker's gaze shift (Staudte and Crocker, 2011; Experiment 1) .
To sum up, speaker gaze has been shown to permit the anticipation of upcoming referents in settings in which the speaker faced the listener fully frontally (Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) . In addition, participants who did (vs. did not) follow the robot's gaze showed larger gaze congruence effects in their sentence verification times (shorter response latencies for congruent vs. incongruent robot gaze, Staudte and Crocker, 2011 ; see also Richardson and Dale (2005) , for reports that coordination of speaker and listener gaze can improve listeners' performance on comprehension questions compared to a randomized baseline).
The present research aims to extend the existing findings in several regards. First, we asked whether gaze effects are robust even when the speaker does not face the listener fully frontally. Although the precision of gaze-direction detection is high when facing another person, it decreases as that person turns sideways (e.g., Gibson and Pick, 1963; Cline, 1967) . Thus, speaker gaze might affect a listener's visual attention rapidly only when the listener can see both of the speaker's eyes, and when head movements can be detected easily. Alternatively, this may be possible even when she is positioned at an angle (e.g., at 45-60˚, see Table 1 ), a finding that would underscore the robustness of speaker gaze effects.
Second, we asked whether speaker gaze can affect processes such as syntactic structuring and thematic role assignment in addition to referential anticipation. If the speaker's gaze -much like action and object information -interacts with syntactic structure building and thematic role assignment, we should see differential effects on the processing of sentence structures that vary in the canonicality of the grammatical and thematic role relations they convey (see, e.g., Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Chambers et al., 2004; Knoeferle et al., 2005) . Alternatively, speaker gaze-based referent anticipation occurs"across the board,"in which case its time course should be similar for different sentence structures.
Finally, we know little about the temporal persistence of speaker gaze effects. Staudte and Crocker (2011) reported that gazefollowing during comprehension (vs. the failure to follow the speaker's gaze) led to faster response times in a sentence verification task. The temporal persistence of such gaze-following effects, however, is not clear from their results, since participants on average responded immediately at sentence end.
Two "visual-world" eye-tracking experiments examined these three open issues. Participants inspected videos in which the thematic role relations between two out of three virtual characters, displayed on a computer screen, were described either by a visually present speaker or by a disembodied voice (the speaker was grayed out by a superimposed bar). The speaker's eyes were only partially visible, since she was videotaped at a 45-60˚angle relative to the camera. Sentences had either subject-verb-object (SVO) or object-verb-subject (OVS) structure, and grammatical function and thematic role relations were unambiguous for all critical trials. The speaker always inspected and mentioned the central character first, and, just after uttering the verb, she shifted her gaze to the post-verbal role filler (one of the outer two characters, the NP2 referent). We analyzed fixations to the NP2 referent which started in the time window after the speaker gaze shift and before the NP2 referent was mentioned; which fell in that time window; as well as the onset latencies of the listeners' first fixation to the NP2 referent after the speaker's gaze shift. Together, these three measures provide insight into the time course with which listeners shift their attention toward the NP2 referent. If the speaker's gaze rapidly affects listeners'visual attention and language comprehension even in this non-frontal setting, then we should see faster post-verbal anticipation of the target character (the NP2 referent) when the speaker is visible (vs. when she is grayed out). If gaze-following is not robust in this setting, then perhaps only some listeners will be able to use it, leading to non-reliable effects of speaker gaze on participants' visual anticipation of the post-verbal referent.
To test interactions of speaker gaze with sentence structure, we exploited a structural variation of German: both object-and subject-initial main clauses are grammatical, but the latter are canonical while the former are not. In reading, structurally unambiguous OVS sentences elicit longer reading times than SVO sentences, reflecting processing difficulty (e.g., Hemforth, 1993; Knoeferle and Crocker, 2009) . During spoken comprehension, people can begin to anticipate the object referent of SVO sentences while hearing the verb (Knoeferle et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2006) . For OVS sentences, by contrast, participants initially incorrectly anticipated an object-rather than a subject-NP2 referent at the verb, and this for both locally structurally ambiguous (Knoeferle et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2006) and unambiguous (Kamide et al., 2003) sentences. However, participants shifted their visual attention to the correct post-verbal (subject) referent when case marking and world knowledge (Kamide et al., 2003) , intonation (Weber et al., 2006) , or depicted events (Knoeferle et al., 2005) indicated the OVS structure of the sentence. If these context effects on syntactic structuring extend to speaker gaze, we should see later anticipation of the post-verbal (subject) referent for OVS sentences than of the post-verbal (object) referent for SVO sentences. Alternatively, if speaker gaze does not interact with syntactic structuring, we should see similar anticipation of the target referent for both SVO and OVS sentences after the speaker's gaze shift. Finally, if speaker gaze combined with accusative (object) case marking can alleviate some of the difficulty of processing object-initial structures, we might see a numerically larger effect of speaker gaze on anticipation of the post-verbal referent for object-compared with subject-initial sentences.
To address the persistence of speaker gaze effects, and to ground the interpretation of the eye-movement pattern, we recorded response times and accuracy in a verification task that was substantially delayed after the speaker's gaze shift and after sentence end. Faster RTs in this delayed task when the speaker is present (vs. absent), would corroborate the view that these effects can be longlasting. In addition, if the systematic relationship between gazefollowing and congruence effects (Staudte and Crocker, 2011 ) extends to our study, then we should see effects of gaze-following on response times also in our experiments, perhaps even in interaction with sentence structure (e.g., either SVO or OVS could benefit more from gaze-following). Alternatively, speaker gaze effects might be short-lived and not affect delayed, post-comprehension verification response times.
In Experiment 1, participants verified whether two depicted characters had (vs. had not) been mentioned in the sentence; this "referential" task served to replicate the results from prior studies (Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) . To ensure that any absence of interactions between speaker gaze and sentence structure in Experiment 1 were not the result of "shallow" processing for the referential task, Experiment 2 required participants to verify thematic role relations (see Figure 1) .
EXPERIMENTS

PARTICIPANTS
Participants for Experiment 1 (N = 32; 24 females; mean age = 22; SD = 2.8) and Experiment 2 (N = 32; 28 females; mean age = 24.3; SD = 4.3) were students at Bielefeld University and received 6 C for participating. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and signed an informed consent form.
MATERIALS AND DESIGN
From a pool of 162 avatars in the virtual world "Second Life," we selected 72 male characters that were identified unambiguously by 20 participants in a pilot naming test. These were combined into 24 triplets of characters and photographed in a neutral outdoor setting in Second Life. Twenty-four German subject-verb-object (SVO), and object-verb-subject (OVS) sentence pairs described a transitive action between the central character of a triplet (e.g., the waiter, "NP1 referent") and one of the two outer characters (e.g., the millionaire, "NP2 referent"; see Table 1 ). The action itself was not depicted, so only the sentence identified the roles of agent and patient. From the sentence pairs and images we created 24 items consisting of four videos each: in the first two, the speaker could be seen producing either the SVO or the OVS version of the sentence [ Table 1 (a) and (b)] and looking at the characters in order of their mention (see Sentence Stimuli in Appendix for the sentence stimuli, and http://wwwhomes.uni-bielefeld.de/pknoeferle/ Homepage/KnoeferleLab_Stimuli/MVI_10b_Kellner.MOV for an example video). The other two videos played back the identical SVO or OVS sentences, but the speaker was occluded [ Table 1 (c) and (d)]. Since the characters themselves did not move, this led to the impression of a static image with audio (which we will nonetheless refer to as a "video" in the following).
For the video recordings, a Canon PowerShot G10 camera was positioned approximately 1.5 m from the speaker. She was seated to the right of a 20 Apple iMac 8.1 screen displaying the static scene with the three characters. In the recording, the speaker looked first at the camera and smiled. To give participants an example of what a gaze to each of the characters looked like, she next inspected them in a fixed order without speaking (middle, left, www.frontiersin.org and right character). Before initiating the sentence, she shifted her gaze back to the middle character (the NP1 referent) and stayed there as she uttered the first noun phrase (mean speech onset: 6870 ms after video onset). Shortly after uttering the verb and before the second noun phrase, the speaker's gaze shifted from the NP1 referent to the NP2 referent (shift onset: M = 949 ms after verb onset; M = 740 ms before NP2 onset). She looked back into the camera at the end of the sentence (total duration of the video: M = 13,143 ms).
For the post-video response task, we created verification templates with stick people as placeholders for the three avatar characters (see Figures 1A,B) . In Experiment 1, the task was to verify whether both of the circled characters had been referenced by the sentence or not: for condition (c) in Table 1 , the correct response to the template in Figure 1A would have been "yes," since the positions of the waiter and the millionaire are circled and both were mentioned. In Experiment 2, participants verified whether the arrow on the template correctly (vs. incorrectly) characterized who-does-what-to-whom in the sentence. For Table 1(c) followed by Figure 1B , the response would be "no," since the arrow points from the right character (the millionaire) to the waiter in the center. The waiter is not the patient of the sentence, but the agent, so a matching arrow would point from him outward, to the sentential patient (the millionaire). For experimental items, the matching arrow was always the reverse of the mismatching arrow (i.e., both matching and mismatching arrows connected the two mentioned characters); in filler trials, 50% of the arrows implicated the unmentioned character.
Overall, there were three within-subject factors: speaker ("gaze" vs. "no gaze"), sentence structure (SVO vs. OVS), and congruence of the sentence and the post-sentence template (congruous vs. incongruous). Only the first two factors were manipulated during the sentence and could therefore potentially affect online eye movements. Prior to the NP2, the case marking on the determiner of the NP1 (Der vs. Den) indicated constituent order (SVO and OVS, respectively), but not the identity of the NP2 referent. Since the nouns and the verb of all sentences were semantically and thematically unrelated, who-does-what-to-whom was never linguistically disambiguated prior to the second noun. By contrast, the speaker's gaze shift to the NP2 referent could, in principle, prompt the listener to anticipate the NP2 referent. All three manipulated factors could affect post-sentence verification response times.
Counterbalancing ensured that half of the videos showed the NP2 referent on the right side of the screen, the other half on the left (i.e., the speaker shifted her gaze equally often to either side); it also ensured that the mentioned outer character in each video was equally often a thematic agent and patient; and that the "match" response was assigned to the left button on a button box for one half of the participants, and to the right button for the other half. Every participant experienced equal numbers of shifts to either side, as well as equal numbers of match/mismatch responses and of SVO/OVS sentences.
The three within-subject factors resulted in eight lists, which were presented in a different pseudo-randomized order for each participant. Each list contained one version of each of the 24 experimental items, and 48 filler items. These used a variety of sentence structures (e.g., subject-initial, dative-initial, passive, and prepositional constructions), combined with Second Life images or clipart depictions of action events. Half of the filler trials showed the speaker.
GAZE-DETECTION PRETEST
A gaze-detection pretest with a different group of participants (N = 20) examined how rapidly and accurately people could detect the speaker's gaze shift from the NP1 to the NP2 referent. Participants watched the recorded videos and pressed a button as soon as they noticed that the speaker shifted her gaze away from the middle character after sentence start, indicating the direction of the shift. Detection accuracy was high (98%), and participants were fast to respond (M = 498 ms, SD = 386 ms). Note that the speaker moved both her head and her eyes to look at the relevant character, with the eyes shifting slightly before the onset of the head movement. This saccade was coded as the onset of the gaze shift and will be used in the analyses; however, we cannot exclude that it was possible for participants to make use of the head movement instead of the eye movement. Thus, the term "speaker gaze" does not refer to eye movements only; we use it in a wide sense to refer to the direction of attention by the speaker.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Participants were seated in front of an Eyelink 1000 desktop head-stabilized eye tracker (SR Research) and the experimenter calibrated their right eye with a 9-point dot pattern. Participants were instructed on-screen that they would watch a series of unrelated videos which they should attend to and try to understand. They were informed that we were interested in the effect of different types of video complexity on memory retention, and were told that the main experiment would be followed by a memory test for Frontiers in Psychology | Cognitive Science the videos they had seen. This cover story was devised to mask the within-participant gaze manipulation and to ensure that participants paid attention to all aspects of the videos. They were further asked to verify as quickly and accurately as possible whether the post-video template matched (vs. did not match) the sentence.
Each participant completed four practice trials with feedback on their accuracy, followed by a second calibration; then the experiment began. Each trial started with a central fixation dot that participants fixated, followed by the video. As soon as this ended, the verification template appeared, and participants used a Cedrus response box to indicate whether the template matched the sentence (no feedback was provided during the experiment). Participants usually took a break half-way through the experiment, followed by recalibration; additional calibration was performed when necessary. The post-experiment memory test consisted of four practice and 24 experimental trials: participants inspected a snapshot from each of the 24 experimental (but not filler) videos in the same or the opposite speaker gaze condition as during the experiment. Their task in the memory test was to verify quickly and accurately whether these snapshots had (vs. had not) been present in the experiment. This resulted in a 2 × 2 design (speaker: gaze vs. no gaze; previous occurrence: yes vs. no). The experiment concluded with a debrief form and lasted 45-55 min.
ANALYSES RESPONSE-TIME ANALYSES
Response times (RTs) were time-locked to the display onset of the verification template. Using linear mixed models with crossed random intercepts and slopes for participants and items, we analyzed log-transformed RTs within 2 SD of each participant's mean per congruence condition, including only trials with accurate responses. Details on model selection can be found in the Section "Model Selection Procedure for RTs and Eye-Movement Data"; the final models are listed in the Section "Details for the Linear Mixed Models Analyses" in the Appendix.
EYE-MOVEMENT ANALYSES
Trials with recording problems (e.g., miscalibration, external noise, or track loss) and inaccurate responses were excluded from the analyses. Since we were most interested in the allocation of attention following the speaker's gaze shift, we selected two primary time windows for the analyses (onsets and offsets for these were computed on a trial-by-trial basis): a"SHIFT"time window and an "NP2" time window. The SHIFT time window lasted for 800 ms from the onset of the speaker's gaze shift in a particular video. In no gaze trials, the shift onset of the corresponding gaze video was used; this was possible because the underlying video was the same in both conditions and served to make the two maximally comparable. Across trials, the end-point of the SHIFT window corresponded roughly to the mean onset of the NP2 determiner (at M = 740 ms from shift onset; SD = 178). The NP2 window contained the following 800 ms, up to 1600 ms from shift onset, on a trial-by-trial basis. Roughly, this spanned the first half of the unfolding NP2 (NP2 offset: M = 1749 ms from shift onset, SD = 244). The two time windows were further split into 100 ms periods for some analyses, thus providing a detailed view of the time course with which speaker gaze affected fixations.
In both experiments and both time windows, we analyzed the mean log-gaze probability ratio with which listeners were likely to be fixating the target character over the competitor, and the target character over the NP1 referent. Additionally, we analyzed the log-transformed latencies of listeners' first fixation to the target character after the speaker's gaze shift, and the number of fixations to the target character in the SHIFT and NP2 time windows.
Log-gaze probability ratios
Mean log-gaze probability ratios were determined by dividing the probability of fixating the target character (aggregated over 20 ms bins) by the probability of fixating (a) the competitor [ln(P(target)/P(competitor))] or (b) the NP1 referent [ln(P(target)/P(NP1 ref))] 1 . A score of zero indicates that the two characters were fixated to an equal extent; a positive value implies that the target was fixated more than the competitor or the NP1 referent, and a negative value that it was fixated less. To analyze these probability ratios, we fitted separate linear models over participants and items 2 (see Sections "Model Selection Procedure for RTs and Eye-Movement Data" and "Details for the Linear Mixed Models Analyses" in Appendix for details).
Onset latencies of the first target fixation after the speaker's gaze shift
Fixation onset latencies were based on the first fixation to the target character made after the onset of the speaker's gaze shift plus 100 ms. Such a post-shift fixation to the target character occurred in 99% of all accurate trials in Experiment 1, and 95% in Experiment 2. The onset of the speaker's gaze shift was subtracted from the onset time of this fixation in order to obtain the latency in milliseconds from speaker gaze shift. We removed outliers ± 2 SD from each participant's mean per gaze condition (Experiment 1: 24/739 trials; Experiment 2: 28/701) and log-transformed the data to reduce positive skew.
Model selection procedure for RTs and eye-movement data
Model selection followed the same procedure for analyses of response times, log-gaze probability ratios, and first fixation latencies. The initial model included two fixed factors for first fixation latencies (speaker and sentence structure), and three fixed factors each for response-time analyses (speaker, sentence structure, and congruence) and log probability ratios (speaker, sentence structure, and the 100 ms time windows 3 ). All fixed factors were centered around a mean of zero to minimize collinearity, resulting in negative contrast coding (≈−0.5) for the factor levels no gaze, OVS, and incongruous, and positive contrast coding (≈ + 0.5) for gaze, SVO, and congruous, respectively. The eight levels of the time factor were also centered and ranged from ≈−3.5 to ≈+3.5. In addition, the initial models included all two-way interactions (and for RTs only: the three-way interaction of speaker, sentence structure, and congruence), as well as random intercepts for participants and/or items, and random slopes with all the fixed factors and their interactions. If this model did not converge, we removed interactions in the random parts of the model in rising order of variance explained, until convergence was achieved (note that the initial model always converged for log-gaze probability ratios).
The first converged model was defined as the "maximal model 4 ," against which subsequent simpler models were compared by log-likelihood ratio tests, following a backward selection procedure. We removed any fixed-effect interactions that did not contribute significantly to the maximal model, as well as their corresponding random slopes. This procedure continued until either the removal of a term led to a significant decrease in model fit (log-likelihood ratio), or until the model contained only main effects. The resulting model was designated our "final" model, for which we report the coefficients, SE, and t -values for all fixed effects and interactions (if present). Coefficients were considered significant if the absolute value of the t -statistic was greater than 2. Details on the final structure of all models can be found in Section "Details for the Linear Mixed Models Analyses" in Appendix.
Hierarchical log-linear analyses of fixation counts to the target
We also produced crosstables of fixation counts to the NP2 referent in the two time windows, for speaker × sentence structure 5 . The analyses were performed using backward elimination (see Field, 2005) . For each time window, we performed one analysis with participant as random factor , and a second analysis with item as random factor . Reported partial χ 2 and p-values are for the partial associations after inspection of k-way significance.
Relating real-time gaze-following to post-sentence gaze effects
To relate real-time gaze-following to post-sentence verification responses we performed two analyses. First, we analyzed correlations between eye movement and response-time measures: we determined for each fixation to the target character after the speaker's gaze shift whether it occurred in the SHIFT time window, the NP2 time window, or thereafter, and then restructured the data to identify the first fixation in each trial to the target character (six trials without a fixation to the target character were excluded from Experiment 1, ten from Experiment 2). We computed difference scores by subtracting the no gaze count from the gaze count for each participant's total number of trials with target fixations in the SHIFT period. Equivalent difference scores were created for first target fixation latency and RT from template onset. These difference scores were entered into correlation analyses.
Second, we entered a variable coding whether participants did or did not fixate the target character in the SHIFT time window into a linear mixed model of response times (log-transformed, outliers beyond 2 SD excluded, see the description of response-time 4 We always compared our maximal models to models with the same fixed effects structure but no random slopes (random intercepts only). The pattern of results was the same, but model fit suffered. 5 Initial tables also contained the other scene regions (speaker, NP1 referent, competitor character, and background), but this approach had to be abandoned due to sparse frequency counts in many cells. Sufficient expected counts are a requirement of hierarchical log-linear analyses.
analyses). The final model for Experiment 1 contained the centered factors congruence, the new factor gaze-following, and their interaction. In Experiment 2, the final model included sentence structure as well as congruence and gaze-following, and their interactions. We also included a random intercept and random slopes for all fixed factors by participants, and a random intercept only for items (the removal of random slopes was necessary to achieve convergence).
RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT 1 ACCURACY AND RESPONSE-TIME RESULTS
In Experiment 1, one (bilingual) participant had to be replaced. Participants made at least 21/24 accurate responses in the verification task (>85%); their mean accuracy was 97%. Accuracy in the verification task was not modulated by the manipulated factors (χ 2 tests: ps > 0.8). Accuracy in the post-experiment memory test was around chance (45%). Response times in the main experiment were significantly affected by congruence only: participants responded faster when the template was congruous (828 ms, SD = 309) than incongruous with the sentence (946 ms, SD = 30; coefficient = −0.07, SE > 0.01, t = −8.6; other t s < |1|). Figure 2A reveals that when the speaker was visible (gaze), fixations to the target character rose steeply 200 ms before it was mentioned (M = 740 ms from shift, SD = 178). By contrast, in cases where the speaker was not visible (no gaze), fixations to the target character increased only half-way through the NP2 that referenced it. Correspondingly, as can be seen in Figures 2B,C , fixations to the competitor and to the NP1 referent declined more quickly for the gaze than no gaze conditions. Although participants eagerly inspected the speaker before she began to speak, they hardly ever looked at her during the sentence: fixations to the speaker were as rare as to the background ( Figure 2D ). Table 2 presents the mean log-gaze probability ratios for the target vs. competitor and target vs. NP1 referent by condition for the SHIFT time window, and Table 3 the corresponding inferential analyses. Seeing the speaker inspect the target character increased listeners' tendency to look at the target compared to the competitor; this gaze effect on target inspection increased over time and did not vary with sentence structure. In addition, participants were more likely to inspect the target over the competitor during OVS than SVO sentences. The NP1 referent was fixated more than the target in the no gaze condition, but less so in the gaze condition. It was also fixated more in SVO than in OVS sentences (the latter effect was reliable by participants only).
EYE-MOVEMENT RESULTS
Inspection of eye-movement proportions in
Log-gaze probability ratio analyses
In the NP2 time window, as participants heard the name of the NP2 referent, they were overall more likely to fixate the target than the competitor (significant intercept in Table 4 ; note that we have abstained from providing an overview of mean log-gaze probability ratios in the interest of readability, since the general pattern of results can be inferred from Figure 2) . Crucially, participants fixated the target more when the speaker looked at it (M = 3.04, SD = 2.48), compared to when she was grayed out (M = 0.39, SD = 2.5), and this tendency continued to increase over the time window. Sentence structure no longer had any direct effect on log-gaze probability ratios, although it interacted with time bin by participants (greater increase in target fixations for SVO than OVS sentences).
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Onset latency of first fixation to the NP2 referent
Participants began to fixate the target character earlier if they could see the speaker's gaze shift (M = 832 ms from shift, SD = 562) than when they could not (M = 1165 ms, SD = 688). This speedup occurred for both sentence structures (mean differences for gaze vs. no gaze: 386 ms (SVO) and 282 ms (OVS); main effect of gaze: t = 4.81, coefficient = 0.35, SE = 0.07; main effect of structure: t < 1.5).
Hierarchical log-linear analyses of fixation counts
A reliable interaction of speaker and sentence structure in the SHIFT time window meant that while more anticipatory fixations to the target character occurred in the gaze condition than in the no gaze baseline, this increase was larger for SVO than OVS sentences [SVO: gaze 42% of all fixations vs. no gaze 17%; OVS: gaze 45% vs. no gaze 36%, see Figure 2 ; LRχ 2 (subj) = 9.80, p < 0.01; LRχ 2 (item) = 9.84, p < 0.01]. Overall, participants were more likely to anticipate the target when the speaker was visible vs. grayed out [LRχ 2 (subj/item) = 47.56, p < 0.001; variation as a function of participants], and in OVS vs. SVO sentences [LRχ 2 (subj/item) = 10.20, p = 0.001]. In the NP2 time window, the only significant effect in the partial associations was a main effect of speaker, with more looks to the target when the speaker was visible [gaze: 58% vs. no gaze: 41%, LRχ 2 (subj/item) = 17.97, p < 0.001].
Association between gaze-following and post-sentence effects
The difference scores for early fixation counts and first fixation latencies were highly correlated (Kendall's tau = −0.69, www.frontiersin.org p < 0.001), but neither was correlated with the response-time difference scores (both ps > 0.8).
In the linear mixed model of response times, only congruence affected response times, as described above: participants reacted faster to congruous than incongruous templates (t = 7.7, coefficient = 0.16, SE = 0.02).
Neither gaze-following nor its interaction with congruence significantly predicted response times (t s < 1).
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Experiment 1 confirmed that participants anticipated the NP2 referent in NP1-V-NP2 sentences shortly after the speaker shifted gaze to that referent, and often even before its mention (see the hierarchical log-linear, log-gaze probability, and first fixation onset latency analyses). This seems to have been possible through peripheral vision, since the speaker was rarely fixated (see also Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) . It occurred in a setting in which the speaker was positioned at an angle to, rather than frontally opposite, the listener. Furthermore, the presence of the speaker interacted with sentence structure in affecting anticipatory shifts in attention to the target, but this interaction was found only in (hierarchical log-linear) analyses on fixations that started in the SHIFT time window.
In the post-sentence RTs, we found picture-sentence congruence effects (cf. Gough, 1965; Clark and Chase, 1972; Carpenter and Just, 1975; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) , but speaker gaze and sentence structure effects were absent, and thus short-lived. Gazefollowing during the sentence further did not correlate with postsentence response times. The absence of speaker gaze effects on the RTs differs at first glance from the results in Staudte and Crocker (2011) , who reported shorter response latencies for congruent vs.
Frontiers in Psychology | Cognitive Science incongruent robot gaze. Unlike Staudte and Crocker (2011) who contrasted incongruent with congruent gaze, we contrasted congruent gaze with no gaze; this comparison may plausibly elicit less pronounced gaze effects. In addition, participants' responses in their study were speeded and thus may have been more closely tied to incremental gaze effects during comprehension than our responses, which occurred much later: in our materials, the NP2 was followed by an unrelated end phrase (such as "outside the supermarket"), as well as by the verification template, so the average total time between the speaker's gaze shift and the verification response was M = 14,068 ms (SD = 593 ms) -presumably ample time for any effects of gaze or structure to vanish.
One noteworthy point is that an interaction between speaker gaze and sentence structure in the SHIFT window emerged only in one out of three gaze measures. It is possible that sentence structure affects only some aspects of the eye-movement record. Alternatively, the task (verifying referents) encouraged participants to shy away from "deep" processing of sentence structure. Experiment 2 examined the latter possibility by changing the post-sentence task. Rather than verifying whether two circled characters had (vs. had not) been mentioned in the sentence, Experiment 2 used templates in which an arrow between two mentioned referents indicated who-does-what-to-whom, and was either congruous or incongruous with the thematic role relations of the sentence. Successful performance on this task requires computing the thematic role relations of the sentence and matching them against the depicted characters. To the extent that such a task focuses (visual) attention, an interaction of speaker gaze with sentence structure might be reflected in multiple eye-gaze measures and potentially even in post-sentence RTs. Experiment 2 thus provides a further opportunity to examine how seeing a speaker's gaze shift interacts with syntactic structure building and incremental thematic role assignment.
RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENT 2 ACCURACY AND RESPONSE-TIME RESULTS
In Experiment 2, five participants had to be replaced (two bilingual; two misunderstood the task; one accuracy rate <75%). The remaining participants made at least 20/24 accurate responses; the mean accuracy of 96% did not vary by condition (ps > 0.85). Accuracy in the post-experiment memory task was around chance (52%).
Response times were significantly affected by both congruence and sentence structure: they were shorter when the template matched (vs. mismatched) the sentence (match: M = 969 ms, SD = 395; mismatch: M = 1149 ms, SD = 466; t = −6.07, coefficient: −0.17, SE = 0.03), and, unlike in Experiment 1, also shorter for SVO than OVS sentences (SVO: M = 1007 ms, SD = 347; OVS: M = 1114 ms, SD = 517; t = −2.39, coefficient: −0.05, SE = 0.02). The interaction of congruence and speaker approached significance (t = 1.79), with a greater difference in RTs (slower in the no gaze than gaze conditions) for incongruous compared to congruous trials. Figure 3 shows a steep increase of fixations to the target character during the SHIFT time window in conditions where the speaker was visible (gaze), just like in Experiment 1. By contrast, in the no gaze condition, fixations to the target character increased only in the second half of the NP2 window. Overall the gaze pattern was similar to that in Experiment 1; for the graphs of fixations to the other scene regions see Section "Detailed Graphs for Experiment 2" in Appendix.
EYE-MOVEMENT RESULTS
Log-gaze probability ratio analyses
In the SHIFT window, participants fixated the target substantially more than the competitor or the NP1 referent when the speaker's gaze was visible, and this tendency increased over time (see Tables 5 and 6 ). Unlike in Experiment 1, sentence structure had no consistent effect in either comparison, though in the by participants analysis it interacted with speaker gaze: in the no gaze condition there was a stronger preference for the NP1 referent over the target in SVO compared to OVS sentences, but this difference due to sentence structure was substantially reduced in the gaze condition.
www.frontiersin.org The pattern of results in the NP2 time window largely matched the earlier time window: participants fixated the target substantially more than the competitor in the gaze than no gaze conditions (M = 3.61, SD = 2.23 vs. M = 0.40, SD = 2.62), and this tendency continued to increase (see Table 7 for the inferential analyses). As in the SHIFT window, sentence structure interacted with speaker gaze in the by participants analysis (a greater difference between no gaze and gaze for SVO than OVS sentences).
Onset latency of first fixation to the NP2 referent
Again, participants were faster to fixate the target character when they could (vs. could not) see the speaker's gaze shift. Unlike in Experiment 1 however, sentence structure also interacted with speaker gaze: in SVO sentences, participants fixated the target character 358 ms earlier with gaze than with no gaze. This difference was substantially smaller for OVS sentences (M = 155 ms; t = 2.73, coefficient: 0.29, SE = 0.11).
Hierarchical log-linear analyses of fixation counts
In the SHIFT time window, hierarchical log-linear analyses confirmed a main effect of speaker [gaze: 39% vs. no gaze: 28% of target fixations, LRχ 2 (subj/item) = 13.07, p < 0.001]. As in the other two analyses, speaker gaze and sentence structure interacted by participants [LRχ 2 (subj) = 8.04; LRχ 2 (item) = 7.48, ps < 0.01], with a substantially larger effect of speaker for SVO (17%) than for OVS sentences (6%).
Association between gaze-following and post-sentence effects
The difference scores for early fixation counts and first fixation latencies were highly correlated (Kendall's tau = −0.66, Frontiers in Psychology | Cognitive Science Interaction effect of gaze-following, sentence structure and congruence on response times. Since we collapsed across the factor speaker, the bars labeled "gaze-following" include both gaze and no gaze trials, whenever the target character was fixated in the SHIFT time window. In these trials, participants' response times to OVS sentences were shorter than for OVS sentences when they did not follow gaze, but only when the template matched the sentence. Error bars are SE. p < 0.001), but neither correlated with the response-time difference scores (ps > 0.5). The final model of response times revealed a reliable effect of both sentence structure (t = −2.33, coefficient = −0.05, SE = 0.02) and gaze-following (t = −2.46, coefficient = −0.05, SE = 0.02): Participants were faster to respond for SVO than OVS sentences (M = 997 ms vs. M = 1047 ms), and faster when they had (vs. had not) followed the speaker's gaze (M = 994 ms vs. M = 1045 ms, respectively). Figure 4 clarifies the reliable three-way interaction (t = −2.52, coefficient = −0.18, SE = 0.07): The facilitatory effect of gazefollowing on response times was more pronounced for OVS than SVO sentences, but only when the template matched the sentence.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The results from Experiment 2 replicated the rapid speaker gaze effects on listeners' sentence comprehension and visual attention to the target. In all three eye-movement analyses, the speaker gaze effect was larger for SVO than OVS sentences in the SHIFT window. This interaction of speaker gaze and sentence structure continued into the NP2 time window, though it was reliable by participants only (log-gaze probability ratios).
Unlike in Experiment 1, responses were faster when participants had vs. had not followed the speaker's gaze, and for SVO than OVS sentences. Gaze-following eliminated the SVO-OVS difference, but only when the template matched the sentence (see Figure 4) . Thus, following a speaker's gaze during sentence comprehension in preparation for verifying thematic role relations alleviated the difficulty involved in understanding OVS sentences.
Overall, the task focus on thematic role relations verification brought out interactions of speaker gaze and sentence structure in both time windows and in all three measures. This highlights the important influence of the listener's current comprehension goal on online visual attention (see Salverda et al., 2011) . Moreover, it provides strong evidence for the processing of speaker gaze in close temporal coordination with incremental syntactic structuring and thematic interpretation.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present research examined three issues regarding effects of speaker gaze on a comprehender's visual attention and language comprehension. We asked (a) whether speaker gaze effects extend from a frontal speaker-listener setup to settings where the speaker is positioned at an angle relative to the comprehender (which arguably makes gaze shifts harder to detect); (b) whether speaker gaze merely enables the anticipation of referents, or whether it is also linked to other comprehension processes such as syntactic structuring and incremental thematic role assignment; and (c) whether speaker gaze effects on a listener's visual attention are short-lived or last into substantially delayed verification processes after sentence end. We recorded participants' eye movements as they inspected videos of a speaker who shifted her gaze to the NP2 referent of a subject-verb-object (SVO) or object-verb-subject (OVS) sentence shortly after producing the verb. We also recorded participants' response latencies in a delayed, post-sentence verification task on whether two characters had (vs. had not) been mentioned in the sentence (Experiment 1) or whether depicted thematic role-relations matched (vs. did not match) the sentential www.frontiersin.org thematic role relations (Experiment 2). From this investigation, we gained insight into the extent to which speaker gaze effects play a role during real-time language comprehension and should thus be accommodated by existing accounts of situated language comprehension (e.g., Crocker, 2006, 2007; Altmann and Kamide, 2009) .
In both the reference-and the role-relations verification tasks, listeners' eye gaze rapidly followed the speaker's gaze shift to the NP2 referent before the speaker mentioned it. Thus, a speaker's gaze shift to an upcoming referent can elicit rapid shifts in the visual attention of listeners -not only in a frontal speaker-listener setting (Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) , but also when the speaker is angled by 45-60˚relative to the listener.
Speaker gaze moreover rapidly affected core comprehension processes such as syntactic structuring and thematic role assignment, on top of referential anticipation. The syntactic structure of the sentence clearly modulated listeners' visual anticipation of the NP2 referent when the task focused the listener's attention on processes of thematic role interpretation (Experiment 2). In fact, this effect was observed in one of the gaze measures even when the task was referent verification and thus did not require "deep" processing of the syntactic structure and thematic role relations (Experiment 1).
Participants made earlier first fixations to the target and generally fixated it more when they saw the speaker shift her gaze to this character, a gaze benefit that was more pronounced (faster and a greater numerical difference) for SVO than OVS sentences. Moreover, speaker gaze effects continued well into the NP2, and even extended to responses that were made considerably later, at least when participants verified the thematic role relations of the sentence. In fact, gaze and sentence structure interacted in modulating the response times: SVO sentences were verified faster overall, but when participants followed gaze during OVS sentences in the congruous condition, their mean response times were as fast as for SVO sentences. Thus, gaze-following can eliminate the difficulty associated with the processing of OVS sentences.
The cross-situational robustness of speaker gaze effects and their interaction with syntactic structuring and thematic role assignment suggest that existing accounts of visually situated language comprehension should accommodate them. The Coordinated Interplay Account predicts visual context effects closely temporally coordinated with when relevant aspects of visual context are identified by language. In line with this prediction, the present findings contribute the insight that the listener's gaze shift to the target character occurred in close temporal coordination with the speaker's gaze shift (see also, e.g., Hanna and Brennan, 2008; Staudte and Crocker, 2011) . Likewise, evidence for interactions of speaker gaze effects with sentence structure appeared shortly after the speaker's gaze shift. Overall, the reported results fit with the prediction that visual context effects will appear closely time-locked to when visual context information is identified as relevant; by contrast, the accounts do not yet accommodate the outcome of verification processes (but see Knoeferle et al., in preparation) .
With regard to the mechanism through which speaker gaze informs language comprehension, its effects likely differ compared to depicted referents or actions, which have been the focus of attention in previous studies. For depicted actions, for instance, a referential "match" with the verb can clarify that an action is relevant for comprehension. By contrast, speaker gaze is neither referenced nor associated with lexical entries, so its relevance at a given point in time must be computed differently. This could happen via knowledge of the functional role of the speaker in the communicative process, together with peripherally perceived dynamic motion (e.g., of gaze and head shifts).
Overall, while a direct comparison of action and speaker gaze effects will determine the extent of their similarities, the present findings clarify that speaker gaze effects are robust to variation in speaker-listener position; that they not only enable referential anticipation but also interact with core comprehension processes such as syntactic structuring and thematic role assignment; and that there are situations in which they extend in time and scope beyond the end of the current sentence to influence response times in a delayed verification task. 
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